Two commonly proposed mechanical explanations for the WRT include the 2 prevention of muscular over-exertion (effort) and the minimisation of peak musculoskeletal loads and thus injury risk. The purpose of this study was to address these hypotheses at a joint 4 level by analysing the effect of speed on discrete lower-limb joint kinetic parameters in humans across a wide range of walking and running speeds including walking above and 6 running below the WRT speed. Joint work, peak instantaneous joint power, and peak joint moments in the sagittal and frontal plane of the ankle, knee and hip from 8 participants were 8 collected for 10 walking speeds (30 -120% of their WRT) and 10 running speeds (80 -170% of their WRT) on a force-plate instrumented treadmill. Of the parameters analysed, 10 three satisfied our statistical criteria of the 'effort-load' hypothesis of the WRT. Mechanical parameters that provide an acute signal (peak moment and peak power) were more strongly 12 associated with the gait transition than parameters that reflect the mechanical function across a portion of the stride. We found that both the ankle (peak instantaneous joint power during 
broadly across different joints and muscle groups, and afford further insight into the 66 underlying mechanisms of gait transition. The purpose of this study was, therefore, to assess how discrete joint mechanics impacts the WRT by systematically measuring the effect of 68 speed on lower-limb joint kinetics and mechanical energetics in humans across a wide range of walking and running speeds including walking above and running below the preferred 70 WRT speed. We asked two main questions: 1. How is mechanical work, peak power and/or peak loading (moments) at the individual joints associated with the WRT? 2. Do the 72 individual joints (ankle, knee and hip) affect the WRT differently? Furthermore, in order to better understand the mechanics of switching between walking and running, we also asked 74 which joint work, power and moment parameters exhibit abrupt changes between walking and running, but that do not influence the WRT per se. Although not the central question of 76 the present study, these parameters can inform motor control theories, such as dynamic systems theory, as they may represent the behavioural manifestation of higher order control.
78
In testing these questions we established statistical-based criteria for accepting a variable as satisfying the effort-load hypothesis for the WRT. We analysed variables that can 80 provide a physiological signal for altering gait mechanics including: joint work, peak instantaneous joint power and both peak sagittal and frontal plane joint moments, the former 82 being linked to muscle force required for body support and the latter being linked to lateral stability and ligament loading, and thus may be more closely related to joint injury 84 mechanisms (Besier et al., 2001a; Besier et al., 2001b) . We assessed how these mechanical parameters changed with respect to the stance-and swing-phases of gait independently (we 86 only included those variables that represent the major action at the joints in these phases).
88

Results
Example traces of the group mean joint moment and instantaneous power curves 90 during walking and running at the WRT speeds are presented in Fig. 1 . The peak moments and peak instantaneous powers during the stance and swing phases of walking and running 92 that are used in our analyses are identified, as are the joint power bursts that define our joint work variables. Results from the speed/gait series analyses are presented below and group 94 mean data are provided for each variable at each speed in the online supplementary material (Microsoft Excel).
Mechanical work
The majority of joint work variables exhibited a statistically significant increase with 98 speed, with the exception of the ankle stance negative work (see Table 1 for ANOVA statistics including speed main effects from both two-way and one-way post hoc analyses).
100
The individual speeds identified as being significantly different between walking and running (a priori and post hoc analyses) are identified on Fig. 2 .
102
No mechanical work parameters satisfied all the statistical requirements of the effortload hypothesis of the WRT (see Materials and Methods) . The line of best fit for the positive 104 ankle swing work (Fig. 2D ) during walking was found to increase above those of running at the WRT speed but did not exhibit a statistically higher value during walking compared to 106 running at the WRT. Table 1 details the ANOVA results and the work variables that satisfied our definition of a general change between walking and running (gait main effect) but which
108
were not identified as satisfying the effort-load hypothesis of gait transition.
Peak instantaneous joint powers
110
The majority of instantaneous joint power variables exhibited a main effect of speed (ANOVA, Table 2) including both power generation and absorption (Fig. 3) . The individual 112 speeds identified as being significantly different between walking and running (a priori and post hoc analyses) are identified on Fig. 3 . From these statistical analyses, the peak positive 114 hip stance power and the peak positive ankle swing power were the only variables identified that satisfied all the statistical requirements of the WRT trigger ( Fig. 3C-D) . The line of best 116 fit for the peak positive hip swing (flexion) power (Fig. 3F ) during walking was found to increase above that of running close to the WRT speed, but did not exhibit a statistically 118 higher value during walking compared to running at the WRT.
The summary of ANOVA results including gait main effects and gait-speed 120 interaction effects on peak powers, and the peak power variables that satisfied our definition of a general change between walking and running (gait main effect) but that did not satisfying 122 the effort-load hypothesis of gait transition are outlined in Table 2 .
Peak joint moments
The majority of peak joint moment variables increased with speed during walking, 128 with the only exceptions being the peak knee stance abduction moments (Fig. 4 G) (see Table   3 for ANOVA statistics including speed main effects from both two-way and one-way post 130 hoc analyses). The individual speeds identified as being significantly different between walking and running (a priori and post hoc analyses) are identified on Fig. 4 .
132
The peak hip stance flexion moment satisfied the criteria for the WRT trigger (Fig.   4C , positive values; Table 3 ). The line of best fit for the peak hip stance extension moment 134 (Fig. 4C , negative values; Table 3 ) increased above that of running at the WRT, but did not exhibit a significantly larger value for walking compared to running at the WRT after the
136
Benjamini correction for multiple comparisons. The other peak joint moments did not satisfy the criteria for the effort-load hypothesis of the WRT. The summary of ANOVA results
138
including gait main effects and gait-speed interaction effects on peak joint moments, and the peak joint moment variables that satisfied our definition of a general change between walking 140 and running (gait main effect) but that did not satisfying the effort-load hypothesis of gait transition are outlined in Table 3 .
142
Discussion
Humans and other terrestrial animals spontaneously switch from a walking to running 144 gait as they increase locomotor speed. This study aimed to determine the extent by which discrete mechanical variables at the individual joints that can affect muscular effort and 146 musculoskeletal loads are associated with the WRT in humans. The majority of the examined joint parameters showed a general marked increase between walking and running at speeds 148 where both walking and running are possible. However, out of the parameters examined, only three satisfied our statistical criteria of the effort-load hypothesis of the WRT. Mechanical 150 parameters that provide an acute signal (peak moments and peak power) were more strongly associated with the gait transition than mechanical work parameters that reflect the muscular 152 function across a portion of the stride, and were present both at the ankle and the hip.
Which discrete joint mechanical variables might affect the walk-to-run transition?
154
Previous studies have identified discrete joint kinematics (Hreljac, 1995; Minetti et al., 1994) , joint moments (Prilutsky and Gregor, 2001 ) and peak joint power (Hreljac et al., 156 2008) that may be linked to the WRT. Because these studies either focused on a sub-set of joints or mechanical variables separately, it is difficult to deduce from them whether each 158 parameter is equally important in the WRT. The current study's comprehensive inverse dynamic analyses indicate that various joint-level mechanical variables are linked to the 160 WRT including both peak joint power and peak joint moments. This might result, in part, because these parameters are each associated with the same muscular actions. For example 162 the required increase in peak positive hip stance power (Fig. 3C ) may occur partly due to the increase in peak hip stance flexion moments (Fig. 4C , positive values), as joint power is a 164 function of joint moment.
It is nevertheless interesting that all of the mechanical variables satisfying the effort-166 load hypothesis of the WRT identified in this study (peak joint power and peak joint moments) are those that can provide an acute physiological signal. This is consistent with the 168 theory that gait transition occurs spontaneously, is initiated within a single stride (Segers et al., 2013) , and is triggered by discrete variables that can be acutely sensed. In contrast, joint at the ankle and hip during fast walking above that required for running offer a reasonable 176 explanation, together with instantaneous peaks in joint power and moments, why humans avoid walking at these speeds and instead choose to either walk slower or run faster. They 178 might also help explain, in part, the higher cost of walking compared to running at fast walking speeds.
180
It is likely that the variables consistent with the effort-load hypothesis identified in this study reflect local muscle-level stimuli. These local joint-level effects were, however, 182 not contained to a single phase of the gait cycle. Variables linked to the WRT were identified both in the swing phase (peak positive ankle dorsi-flexion power) and in the stance-phase 184 (peak hip power and flexion moments). Furthermore, the peak hip flexion moments and peak hip power occur at different times during stance. Given that gait transition is likely triggered 186 within a short time frame, it remains unclear whether one of these variables is more strongly associated with the transition, whether each independently affects the WRT at different times, 188 or whether they possibly act cumulatively.
Evidence for both ankle-and hip-based mechanics influencing the walk-to-run transition
190
Several studies have identified effort (Hreljac, 1995; Hreljac et al., 2001; Hreljac et al., 2008) , or fatigue (Malcolm et al., 2009; Segers et al., 2007) in the ankle dorsi-flexors 192 during the swing phase as a main factor influencing the WRT. The findings of this study supports this hypothesis, providing further evidence that ankle dorsi-flexion in swing is a key 194 mechanism affecting the transition from walking to running. Indeed, this study found that the peak swing-phase dorsi-flexion power (Fig. 3D) It has also been argued that stance-phase plantarflexion is a factor contributing to the 204 WRT. Neptune and Sasaki (2005), and more recently Arnold et al. (2013) showed in simulation studies that the ability to generate force is compromised at fast walking speeds 206 because of sub-optimal force-length-velocity characteristics of the triceps surae muscles.
Switching to running allowed these muscles to function at a more favourable length and 208 velocity, thus increasing their force capacity. More direct evidence for this has recently been found by combining ultrasound imaging and gait analysis, in which the velocity of the medial 210 gastrocnemius fascicles has been identified as limiting force and power production during walking at the WRT speed (Farris and Sawicki, 2011a). Our speed-series joint-level analysis 212 provides further support for this theory, whereby a plateau in peak instantaneous positive power and plantarflexion moments occurs above the WRT (Fig. 3A, 4A , negative values).
214
The switch to running leads to a marked increase in ankle joint power and plantarflexion moments (Fig. 3A, 4A , negative values) and is in agreement with the higher estimated triceps In addition to the aforementioned ankle mechanisms, our study also identified novel discrete hip-based mechanical variables that are associated with the WRT. The increase in 224 peak positive hip stance power and peak flexion moments (Fig. 3C and 4C, positive values) during walking to values above those required for running at the WRT may contribute to the 226 transition to a running gait. It is intriguing to consider whether the sharp increase in the peak positive hip stance-phase power beyond the WRT speed ( Fig. 3C ) occurs because of the 228 inability of the ankle to produce sufficient stance-phase peak power and joint moments (Fig. 3A and 4A) . In this regard, the trigger for the WRT may, in part, be the result of a cascade of 230 mechanical events beginning at the ankle and leading to an unfavourable compensation at the hip, both of which may provide the critical signal for altering gait. Unlike Prilutsky and
232
Gregor (2001) we did not observe a clear unfavourable effect on swing-phase joint moments at fast walking speeds. This may be due to the moderately smaller range of walking speeds in 234 the present study due to the difficulty of our subjects to maintain faster walking speeds. That hip swing-phase mechanics might influence the WRT was, however, supported by the trend 236 of greater peak hip flexion joint power in walking compared to running above the WRT speed (Fig. 3F ).
238
Together, these results suggest that the switch between walking and running may occur not only to reduce effort in ankle muscles, but also in the hip musculature. Some 240 previous support for a hip-based mechanism affecting the WRT can be found from electromyography analyses of the hip muscles (rectus femoris and biceps femoris) at walking 242 and running speeds spanning the WRT speed (Prilutsky and Gregor, 2001) . Furthermore, simulation studies in which individual muscle mechanics were predicted for walking and 244 running at and above and below the WRT indicate favourable reductions in peak power and work in hip muscle fibres as a result of switching to running (Sasaki and Neptune, 2006a, 246 2006b), although this has yet to be shown experimentally in humans. Interestingly, the redistribution of average mechanical power from the hip to the ankle that accompanies the 248 reduction in hip work at the WRT has been suggested to contribute to the greater locomotor efficiency of running (Farris and Sawicki, 2011b) . This may occur due the purported greater 250 plantarflexor efficiency during running, and might also contribute to gait selection.
Is injury avoidance a factor in human gait transition?
Whether the elevation in peak hip sagittal plane joint moments (Fig. 4C) would 256 influence the WRT due to an injury reduction mechanism [as has been suggested in horses to reduce tendon loads, (Farley and Taylor, 1991) ] is questionable. The increased hip flexion 258 and extension moments are most likely accompanied by an increase in muscle force that, while potentially increasing the effort of locomotion, are at levels that are not expected to 260 pose any significant musculoskeletal injury risk.
More likely to be linked with injury mechanisms are the frontal plane loads at the 262 knee (Besier et al., 2001a; Besier et al., 2001b ) and the hip. The present study provides among the first measurements of the response of non-sagittal loading at these joints across 264 speed. Interestingly, while the abduction loading at the knee and hip increase at the same rate with speed during both walking and running, the load level is higher during running at all 266 speeds where both gaits were analysed (Fig. 4) . Running may therefore place the joints at larger risk of injury in general, but there is no evidence from our study that frontal plane 268 loading per se influences the WRT in a manner to specifically reduce injury risk at the WRT speed.
270
General effect of gait transition
Whether joint mechanical differences between walking and running are general across 272 all speeds where walking and running are possible, or whether they arise due to a speed related effect has not been extensively examined. Our analysis found that most of the joint 274 parameters in both the sagittal and frontal planes exhibited a marked increase with a shift from walking to running, both below and above the WRT. Furthermore, the majority of 276 variables lacked an interaction effect between gait and speed (Tables 1-3 ). These findings suggest that, overall, there is an increase in the joint mechanical variables between walking 278 and running that are largely unaffected by speed. Interestingly, those variables that were invariant of gait were predominantly found in the swing phase (Table 1-3 ). That differences 280 in joint mechanics between walking and running are more predominant in the stance-phase of gait is consistent with the body centre-of-mass paradigms of walking and running (inverted 282 pendulum vs. spring mass), which are dictated primarily by stance dynamics (Saibene and Minetti, 2003) . We also found some joint variables at the hip and the ankle that exhibited 284 speed-dependent differences between walking and running. For example, the ankle swingphase work (Fig. 2D) , and the peak positive hip stance-and swing-phase flexion power ( Fig. 3C and F) and stance-phase moments (Fig. 4C) all lacked a main effect of gait but exhibited an interaction effect between gait and speed (Table 1-3). In these variables there was either a 288 difference between gaits only at faster speeds, or the differences were in opposite direction above vs. below the WRT. In this latter scenario, these variables might help explain both the 290 WRT as well as the run-to-walk transition.
While the general increase in these joint parameter magnitudes alone may not explain 292 the WRT, they may however reflect which joint variables are responsible for initiating the transition between stable patterns of coordination (walking/running). As such, while not 294 affecting the WRT per se, they may represent the key variables underpinning a dynamic systems interpretation of the WRT and may be representative of the central motor plan for 296 moving between attractor states and avoiding system instability.
Limitations
298
Our joint-level inverse dynamic analyses represent the net effect of all muscles and structures that span the joints. As has been outlined previously (Sasaki et al., 2009 ), inverse 300 dynamic analyses do not necessarily reflect the mechanics of individual muscles. We have not taken into account co-contraction between antagonist muscles, force sharing between 302 synergist muscles or the distribution of work and power between muscle fibres and tendon. It is also important to stress that our criteria for the effort-load hypothesis of the WRT to be 304 satisfied is based on the statistical identification of a unique increase in a parameter during walking compared to running at the WRT. This was the case when a parameter for walking 306 first increases above running at the WRT. Whilst these criteria are designed to detect a unique event at the WRT, we cannot rule out that a variable reaches a critical value that influences 308 gait transition without being uniquely identifiable at the WRT speed using the above criteria.
They also do not identify other mechanisms that may influence gait transition, such as a 310 restricted capacity for stance-phase peak ankle power and moments output that were evident in our analysis of joint mechanics (Fig. 3A and Fig. 4A) . Finally, our analysis of the WRT 312 does not specifically assess whether non-specific control parameters, which may be reflected in our discrete joint measurements, are responsible for the WRT (rather than the discrete 314 variables themselves).
Conclusion
318
Discrete joint-level mechanisms at both the ankle and hip that are thought to increase muscular effort have been identified as being associated with the WRT in humans. Of the 320 examined variables, only those that provide an acute signal satisfied our effort-load hypothesis of the WRT. We hypothesise that the WRT in humans is dictated, in part, by a 322 limitation in ankle moment and power generation that results in a compensation at the hip that increases the effort in hip muscles above that which is required during running. Finally, 324 our analyses suggest that the differences in joint mechanics between walking and running in most joint-level parameters are consistent across different speeds where walking and running 326 are both feasible gaits.
Materials and Methods
328
Subjects 8 healthy and recreationally active subjects (m = 4, f = 4), with no history of major 330 lower-limb injury were recruited for this study (age: 24.8 ± 1.8 years; height: 170.0 ± 9.4 cm; mass: 69.6 ± 13.2 kg, mean ± S.D.). All testing procedures were approved by the Human 
Walk-to-run gait transition speed
All subjects were accustomed to running on treadmills and were initially familiarized 336 to walk and run on a force-plate instrumented split-belt treadmill (Bertec, Columbus, OH, USA). The subject's preferred WRT speed was determined following a protocol similar to where the subjects confirmed running to be their 'most comfortable' gait was selected as the WRT speed. This was repeated three times and the subject's range and average WRT speed 344 was determined (group average 2.00 ± 0.09 m s -1 , ranging from 1.90 to 2.10 m s -1 ).
Three-dimensional (3-D) gait analysis
Experiments were performed on a split belt force-plate treadmill (Bertec, Columbus, OH, USA). Subjects walked at speeds ranging from 30% to 120% of their WRT speed (0.5 to 348 2.5 m.s -1 ) and ran at speeds ranging from 80% to 170% (1.5 to 3.5 m.s -1 ) of their WRT. For both walking and running, speed increments of 10% were analysed with the subject
350
walking/running at a set speed for at least one minute. Five speeds spanning 80 -120% of the WRT were performed for both walking and running. The walking and running speeds were 352 randomized to prevent any order effects. Five strides per subject per speed were analysed where the subject maintained their anterior-posterior and medial-lateral position on the 354 treadmill. Individual strides where gait was spontaneously changed between walking and running were not analysed for this study. initially identified using Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). Secondary visual inspection identified whether the peak joint moments and instantaneous peak joint powers corresponded 382 to the physiologically relevant phases of the gait cycle (see Fig. 1 ).
384
Joint work
Positive and negative joint work (
were calculated for the ankle, knee and 386 hip from the positive and negative values of the instantaneous joint power curves (
respectively:
The work from the individual joints (Eq. 1) was computed for the stance and swing under net flexion and extension joint moments, both the individual flexion and extension work was computed (Fig. 1) . This included positive hip joint work produced during the 394 swing and stance phases, negative work at the hip in stance, negative work at the knee in swing, and the positive work at the ankle in swing. We report the flexion or extension work 396 depending on which parameter represents the primary function of the joint in the gait phase (see Fig. 1 ).
398
Testing of the 'effort-load' hypothesis for mechanical variables.
400
Similar to Hreljac (1993b Hreljac ( , 1995 , we defined a set of criteria for a mechanical variable to satisfy the effort-load hypothesis of the WRT. walking speed when a main effect of speed was detected, or in the event that an interaction effect between speed and gait existed, when a post hoc one-way ANOVA limited to walking 418 data exhibited a main effect of speed. Secondly, a priori tests were used to establish those speeds where walking data were significantly greater than the running data. Because our 420 criteria asked specifically when the walking data first became greater than the running data we performed a one-tailed paired sample t-test at each speed (p < 0.05 with Benjamini 422 multiple comparison adjustment).
General joint mechanical changes between walking and running at different speeds
424
We also determined those variables that were generally affected by switching between a walking and running gait, but which did not satisfy the effort-load hypothesis per se.
426
These variables demonstrated a shift between walking and running gaits at the WRT and other speeds where walking and running were compared. In order to determine if gait had a 428 general effect on the biomechanical variables tested we used the two-way repeated-measures ANOVA described above to assess gait and speed main and interaction effects (p < 0.05 with
430
Benjamini multiple comparison adjustment). Variables that exhibited a main effect of gait were deemed to undergo a generalized modification between walking and running. When an 432 interaction effect between gait and speed was found, post hoc tests were used to identify significant differences between the walking and running data at individual speeds (two-tailed 434 paired sample t-test; p<0.05 with Benjamini multiple comparison adjustment).
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Symbols and Abbreviations
WRT, walk-to-run transition; P values for two-way ANOVA main and interaction effects and one-way ANOVA post hoc analyses. Bold numbers signifies statistical differences after Benjamini correction for multiple comparisons. (*) signifies variables that satisfied the definition of a general change between walking and running (gait main effect) but that were not identified as a trigger of gait transition. The group mean joint work data can be accessed through the supplementary material found online (Microsoft Excel). interaction effect between gait and speed was found). If both a prior and post hoc significant differences were found only the (*) is labelled. 
